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Background: Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is the simplest known light driven proton pump and has been heavily
studied using structural methods: eighty four X-ray diffraction, six electron diffraction and three NMR structures
of bR are deposited within the protein data bank. Twenty one X-ray structures report light induced structural
changes and changes induced by mutation, changes in pH, thermal annealing or X-ray induced photo-
reduction have also been examined.
Scope of review: We argue that light-induced structural changes that are replicated across several studies by
independent research groups are those most likely to represent what is happening in reality. We present both
internal distance matrix analyses that sort deposited bR structures into hierarchal trees, and difference Fourier
analysis of deposited X-ray diffraction data.
Major conclusions: An internal distancematrix analysis separatesmost wild-type bR structures according to their

different crystal forms, indicating how the protein's structure is influenced by crystallization conditions. A similar
analysis clusters eleven studies of illuminated bR crystals as one branch of a hierarchal tree with reproducible
movements of the extracellular portion of helix C towards helix G, and of the cytoplasmic portion of helix F
away from helices A, B and G. All crystallographic data deposited for illuminated crystals show negative
difference density on awatermolecule (Wat402) that forms H-bonds to the retinal Schiff Base and two aspartate
residues (Asp85, Asp212) in the bR resting state. Other recurring difference density features indicated reproduc-
ible side-chain, backbone and water molecule displacements. X-ray induced radiation damage also disorders
Wat402 but acts via cleaving the head-groups of Asp85 and Asp212.
General significance: A remarkable level of agreement exists when deposited structures and crystallographic
observations are viewed as a whole. From this agreement a unified picture of the structural mechanism of
light-inducedproton pumpingby bR emerges. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled Structural biochemistry
and biophysics of membrane proteins.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is the simplest known light driven proton
pump. bR was discovered almost four decades ago in the purple mem-
brane ofHalobacterium salinarum [1] andwas functionally characterized
as a proton pump shortly afterwards [2,3]. Several othermembers of the
bacterial rhodopsin familywere later identified and functionally charac-
terized, the first being halorhodopsin, which was initially suggested to
biochemistry and biophysics of
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be an outward directed sodium pump [4] but later characterized as an
inward directed chloride pump [5]. Sensory rhodopsins were identified
as photo-sensors that could guide their host towards favorable green
light conditions and away from potentially damaging UV light [6].
A major breakthrough came with the discovery of oceanographic
phototrophy mediated by proteorhodopsin [7], which is also a light
driven proton pump very similar to bR. Genes encoding various
proteorhodopsins have been identified in a large number of oceano-
graphic bacteria and it has been suggested that rhodopsin mediated
phototrophy is evenmorewidespread inmarine and terrestrialmicrobes
than photosynthetic reaction centre mediated phototrophy [8]. Thus
the proton pumping mechanism of the bacterial rhodopsin family is
now recognized as a major pathway for harvesting the energy of
sunlight within the marine environment.
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Because of its high stability and light-driven function, bR has long
served as a model system in several spheres of biophysics. It has been
characterized in detail using all forms of visible and vibrational spectros-
copy [9]. When combinedwith site-directed mutagenesis, spectroscopic
approaches have proven very powerful and thefield has converged upon
a widely accepted sequence of bR spectral intermediates (Fig. 1A) and
the proton-exchange steps between key residues (Fig. 1B) [10]. Since
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Fig. 1. Overview of the bR photo-cycle and the proton exchange steps. A, Photocycle of
bR with the spectral intermediates (K to O) and their approximate time-scales. The
absorption of a photon causes the all-trans retinal to be isomerized to a 13-cis configuration,
driving a sequence of structural changes within the protein that lead to unidirectional
proton transport. B, Seven transmembrane helical structure of bR, the location of key
residues along the proton-translocation channel, and the accepted sequence of proton
exchange events. Step 1: proton movement from the retinal SB to Asp85; Step 2: proton
release to the extracellular space from the proton release group consisting of Glu194,
Glu204 and water molecules; Step 3: reprotonation of the retinal SB from Asp96; Step
4: proton uptake from the cytoplasm; Step 5: deprotonation of Asp85 via proton exchange
to the proton release group after the 13-cis retinal reisomerizes to its all-trans resting state
configuration.
Reproduced with permission from Reference [93].
proton pumping is ubiquitous in nature and themechanismof chemios-
motic coupling underlies energy transduction within all spheres of life,
a detailed understanding of the mechanism of proton pumping by bR
impacts far beyond the specifics of the bR photocycle. In particular,
the underlying principles of unidirectional proton pumping by bR are
almost certainly relevant to the study of other proton pumps such as
cytochrome c oxidase [11], ATP-synthase [12] and proton coupled
transporters [13].

Function is closely coupled to protein structure and consequently
considerable effort has gone into elucidating the structure of bR in its
resting state, as well as the structures of its photo-cycle intermediates.
The very first structural information for any membrane protein was
obtained from bR to 7 Å resolution and emerged in 1975 using electron
diffraction from the natural occurring 2D crystals of bR foundwithin the
purple membrane of Halobacterium salinarum [14]. A landmark contri-
bution to the field was made 15 years later when the first atomic level
model of bR [15] was also solved by electron diffraction. Since this
time there has been an explosion of interest in the structural biology
of bR, with eighty four X-ray diffraction, six electron diffraction and
three NMR structures of bR now deposited in the protein data bank
(Table 1). Many of these structures report conformational changes
after treating crystals with light, pH changes, thermal annealing, X-ray
photo-reduction, or after one or several residues were mutated. In
most cases, the observed conformational changes were argued to be
relevant to the mechanism of proton pumping by bR.

Twelve years agowe summarized the structural results that emerged
from the first intermediate trapping studies on 3D crystals of bR [16–20]
and bR mutants studied by X-ray [21] and electron diffraction [22]. We
argued that structures solved at that time provided a consistent frame-
work from which the mechanism of light-driven proton pumping by
bR could be understood [23]. Numerous additional studies have been
made since this time, often closely related to the first low-temperature
trapping studies and often contradicting, or in other ways critical of,
these early results. While experimental replication is essential to the
scientific approach and is usually constructive as new details emerge
with improving technology, the requirement for scientific novelty also
creates pressure to emphasize differences rather than similarities with
earlier work. For bR, a field that has never been shy of internal dissent
[24], this large body of structural work (Table 1) may appear like a
confusing maze of conflicting details: one simply can't see the wood for
the trees!

To address this situation, we return to the structural mechanism of
bR but examine the deposited crystal structures and crystallographic
observations as one set of data, taking the view that structural results
reproducibly recovered by independent research groups are those most
likely to represent what is happening in reality. We organize this data by
calculating a hierarchal tree based upon an internal-distance matrix
analysis of the Cα atoms of deposited pdb structures [25].When applied
to the resting state structures of wild-type bR (of which there are thirty
six structures; Table 1) this analysis, with very few exceptions, clusters
the deposited crystal structures according to the space group in which
they are crystallized, proving the point that no single “true bR structure”
exists but rather the protein is influenced by the environment in which
it is crystallized. When the same philosophy is applied to sort the light-
induced changes, mutation induced changes, or other perturbations
to the bR structure, we find that eleven of twenty one light-induced
structural changes cluster as one branch of the hierarchal tree (Pearson
correlation coefficient, PCC ≥ 0.597) whereas four (of the remaining
ten) light-induced studies report K-intermediates and display very little
Cα movement. A neighboring branch contains two structures of the
bR D96G/F171C/F219L triple mutant proposed to mimic the later bR
photocycle intermediates (PCC ≥ 0.5) whereas none of the pH, X-ray
photo-reduced, xenon bound, or other mutation induced structural
changes show similar movements on Cα atoms (PCC ≤ 0.35).

Local light induced changes were examined by calculating error
weighted difference Fourier electron density maps from all deposited



Table 1
Structures of bR deposited in the protein data bank. Structures presented in references [116-130] are not analyzed further in this review.

PDB SFs Res.
(Å)

Year
[ref] xtals Notes*

1BRD Yes 3.5 1990 [15] PM EM

2BRD 3.5 1996 [49] PM EM

1FBB 3.2 2000 [22] PM EM

1FBK 3.2 2000 [22] PM EM, D96G/F171C/F219L

1AT9 3.0 1997 [27] PM EM

2AT9 3.0 1999 [50] PM EM

1AP9 Yes 2.35 1997 [30] LCP

1QHJ Yes 1.9 1999 [26] LCP

1QKO Yes 2.1 1999 [16] LCP K-state

1QKP Yes 2.1 1999 [16] LCP K-state

1E0P Yes 2.1 2000 [18] LCP K:L:M (1:3:1)

1VJM Yes 2.3 2004 [62] LCP L-state

1BRR Yes 2.9 1998 [40] HN

1BRX 2.3 1998 [32] LCP

1C3W 1.55 1999 [33] LCP

1C8R 2.0 1999 [17] LCP D96N

1C8S 2.0 1999 [17] LCP M-state, D96N

1F4Z 1.8 2000 [20] LCP M-state, E204Q

1F50 1.7 2000 [20] LCP E204Q

1JV6 2.0 2001 [21] LCP D85S/F219L

1JV7 2.25 2001 [21] LCP D85S

3T45 Yes 3.0 2012 [116] Bicelle A215T

1M0K 1.43 2002 [64] LCP K-state

1M0L 1.47 2002 [64] LCP

1M0M 1.43 2002 [65] LCP M1-state

1O0A 1.62 2003 [66] LCP L-state

1P8H 1.52 2003 [67] LCP M1-state

1P8I 1.86 2003 [67] LCP F219L

1P8U 1.62 2003 [67] LCP N-state, V49A

2I1X Yes 2.0 2006 [68] LCP D96A

2I20 Yes 2.08 2006 [68] LCP M-state D96A

2I21 Yes 1.84 2006 [68] LCP T46V

2NTU Yes 1.53 2007 [69] LCP

2NTW Yes 1.53 2007 [69] LCP L-state

1QM8 2.5 1998 [41] VF

1BM1 3.5 1999 [117] VF Light adapted

1IW6 2.3 2002 [57] VF

1IXF 2.6 2002 [57] VF K-state

1DZE 2.5 2004 [71] VF M-state

1IW9 2.5 2004 [71] VF M-state

1UCQ Yes 2.4 2004 [70] VF L-state

1X0I Yes 2.4 2005 [75] VF Acid blue

1X0K Yes 2.6 2005 [75] VF Alkaline purple

1X0S Yes 2.5 2005 [77] VF Dark adapted

2ZFE Yes 2.5 2008 [76] VF Xenon-bound

2ZZL Yes 2.03 2009 [72] VF M-state

3VHZ Yes 2.3 2012 [73] VF L93A

3VI0 Yes 2.3 2012 [73] VF O-state, L93A

1CWQ 2.25 2000 [118] LCP M-state

PDB SFs Res.
(Å)

Year
[ref] xtals Notes*

1KG8 2.0 2001 [63] LCP M-state

1KG9 1.81 2001 [63] LCP Thawed & frozen

1KGB 1.65 2001 [63] LCP

1MGY 2.0 2003 [119] LCP D85S + Bromine

1S8J Yes 2.3 2004 [120] LCP D85S + Nitrate

1S8L Yes 2.3 2004 [120] LCP D85S

4FPD Yes 2.65 2013 [74] LCP D96G/F171C/F219L

1L0M 2001 [47] NMR

1R2N 2002 [46] NMR

1R84 2002 [46] NMR

1KME 2.0 2002 [42] Bicelle

1PXR 1.7 2004 [121] Bicelle P50A

1PXS 2.2 2004 [121] Bicelle M56A

1PY6 1.8 2004 [121] Bicelle

1Q5I 2.3 2004 [122] Bicelle P186A

1Q5J 2.1 2004 [122] Bicelle P91A

1S51 2.0 2004 [123] Bicelle T24S

1S52 2.3 2004 [123] Bicelle T24V

1S53 2.0 2004 [123] Bicelle T46S

1S54 2.2 2004 [123] Bicelle T24A

1TN0 2.5 2004 [124] Bicelle A51P

1TN5 2.2 2004 [124] Bicelle K41P

1XJI 2.2 2005 [43] Bicelle

3COC Yes 2.31 2008 [125] Bicelle D115A

3COD Yes 2.70 2008 [125] Bicelle T90A/D115A

3HAN Yes 2.75 2009 [126] Bicelle V49A

3HAO Yes 2.39 2009 [126] Bicelle L94A

3HAP Yes 1.60 2009 [126] Bicelle L111A

3HAQ Yes 2.30 2009 [126] Bicelle I148A

3HAR Yes 1.70 2009 [126] Bicelle I148V

3HAS Yes 1.90 2009 [126] Bicelle L152A

3UTV Yes 2.06 2012 [127] Bicelle Y57F

3UTW Yes 2.40 2012 [127] Bicelle P50A/Y57F

3UTX Yes 2.47 2012 [127] Bicelle T46A

3UTY Yes 2.37 2012 [127] Bicelle P50A/T46A

2WJK Yes 2.3 2010 [128] LCP E204D

2WJL Yes 2.15 2010 [128] LCP E194D

3MBV Yes 2.0 2010 [129] LCP

3NS0 Yes 1.78 2011 [58] LCP

3NSB Yes 1.78 2011 [58] LCP Radiation damaged

4MD1 Yes 1.73 2014 [78] LCP

4MD2 Yes 1.73 2014 [78] LCP

Orange species

4HWL Yes 2.0 2013 [130] Bicelle

4HYX Yes 1.99 2013 [130] Bicelle

*Unless otherwise marked these are wild-type structures of bR

PM: Purple Membrane

LCP:  Lipidic Cubic Phase

HN: Heterogeneous Nucleation

VF: Vesicle Fusion

Shading colour indicates structures from a group or collaboration.
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data for which relevant excited state data (light induced) and reference
(dark state) data have been deposited. A remarkable level of agreement
is again observed, with all deposited data revealing that the key water
molecule that bridges the retinal Schiff base (SB), Asp85 and Asp212
(referred to as Wat402 [26]) is disordered by exposure to light. Several
other difference density features are reproducibly observed with varying
significance and indicate movements of the Lys216 side-chain and back-
bone; movements of the side-chain of Arg82; movements of the Trp182
side-chain; and backbone movements of residues 82 to 85 of helix C.
Difference densitymaps calculated fromdeposited data examining the in-
fluence of X-ray inducedphoto-reduction of bR also reveal a disordering of
Wat402, but clearly show that the head-groups of Asp85 and Asp212 are
cleaved by photo-reduction. Thus Wat402 is disordered by light induced
retinal isomerization in one set of experiments, and by X-ray induced
cleavage of the carboxylic groups of aspartic acid residues in another.

Taken together, this analysis demonstrates that an internal distance
matrix based hierarchal sorting of deposited pdb entries provides a
powerful tool for examining multiple structures as one set; that there is
a high level of agreement concerning the light-induced movements of
Cα atoms in bR; that all deposited crystallographic data concerning
light-driven structural change in bR show disordering of Wat402 and
reproducibly reveal other movements in the vicinity of the retinal; and
while Wat402 can be disordered by X-ray induced photo-reduction,
the mechanism of action is via the cleavage of Asp85 and Asp212 rather
than retinal isomerization. We conclude that these data provide a
consistent picture of the bR photocycle, in whichWat402 is the keystone
needed to understand themolecularmechanismof protonpumping [23].

2. Crystal forms of bR

BR is an integralmembrane protein that has been crystallized inmul-
tiple media using a broad variety of conditions (Table 1). The first struc-
tural information concerning bR utilized the remarkable property that
bR naturally forms 2D crystals in the purple membrane of H. salinarum.
Electron diffraction images were recorded from small fragments of
these natural crystals and yielded the first bR structure to 7 Å resolution
[14], later to 3.5 Å [15] and eventually to 3.0 Å [27] resolution. Notably,
crystallographic phases were recovered directly in the 1990 electron
diffraction structure of Henderson et al. [15] and all X-ray structures of
bR since can trace theirmolecular replacement phases back to this work.

3D crystals of bRwerefirst reported as early as 1980 [28] but could not
be optimized to yield a high-resolution structure of bR given the technol-
ogy available at the time. Amajor break-through forX-ray crystallography
studies of bR came with the development of the method of lipidic cubic
phase (LCP)membrane protein crystallization by Landau andRosenbusch
[29]who showed that bR crystals a few tens ofmicrons across could grow
in a semi-solid bicontinuous lipidic matrix formed by mixing samples of
solubilized bRwith the lipidmonoolein and then dehydrating this matrix
using salt. The first bR structure using these conditions [30] provided one
of the first examples where synchrotron-based micro-crystallography
was used to record X-ray diffraction data from very small crystals,
which has since become a major area in synchrotron radiation research
[31]. LCP crystal structures of bRwere subsequently reported at increasing
resolution [26,30,32,33]. These crystals grow as stacked 2D crystals and
suffer from a crystal defect called merohedral twinning [32] whereby
the orientation of each of the 2D sub-crystals relative to the c-axis can
vary in a randomway. The level of twinning varies from crystal to crystal
and this defectmay be closely related to the speed inwhich crystals grow
[34]. Since its conception almost two decades ago, the LCP has become a
very successful media for crystallizing integral membrane proteins [35,
36]. A most striking success is that the LCP is now the crystallization
methodof choice for solving the structures of Gprotein-coupled receptors
[37,38], which are a very large and important family of receptors [39] that
were long regarded as extremely difficult structural targets.

Several other 3D crystal forms of bR have also been reported. One
early success was the monoclinic crystal form of bR obtained by
heterogeneous nucleation of detergent solubilized bR on organic crys-
tals of benzamidine [40]. bR has also been crystallized through temper-
ature induced collapse of vesicles, which leads to a crystal packing that
is less dense than the LCP form. In this approach the purplemembrane is
incubated at high temperature in the presence of detergent and then
cooled for crystallization [41]. A fourth approach was the development
of lipidic bicelle crystallization, whereby bR is first prepared into
bicelles: a lipid/detergent mixture that forms disk like objects that
surround themembrane protein andwhich can bemanipulated to stim-
ulate crystal growth [42,43]. As with LCP crystallization, this bicelle
approach has proven successful in the study of other integralmembrane
proteins [44] including G protein-coupled receptors [45].

All of the above 3D crystal forms of bR grow as stacked layers of 2D
crystals with varying arrangements of molecules within the membrane
plane. The bicelle crystal form packs adjacent bR molecules within any
given 2D plane with an opposite orientation relative to the membrane,
whereas the LCP packing of wild-type bR has the trimers arranged rela-
tive to each other in amanner that closelymatches that observed for the
native purple membrane, including the presence of several lipids [26].

Solution phase nuclearmagnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has
also been used as a tool to study the structure of bR [46,47]. Because of
difficulties in recovering solution phase NMR spectra from membrane
proteins within a detergent micelle, the first of these studies used an
innovative approach of synthesizing fragments of bR, solving the struc-
tures of each of these fragments individually and then stitching these
fragments together using overlapping regions and a limited number of
inter-helical distance constraints [47]. Another study recorded NMR
spectra from the entire bR in solution [46], but the structural analysis
focusedupondetermining the conformationof the retinal under different
conditions of dark-adaption using distance constraints from an X-ray
structure [40] to aid interpretation of the NMR spectra.

3. Hierarchal clustering analysis of wild-type bR resting structures

Table 1 summarizes all structures of bR deposited in the pdb. These
structures are grouped according to the collaboration of scientists that de-
posited the structure,with each sub-group of structures being ordered ac-
cording to the first structure deposited by each of these collaborations.
When representing the data in this tabulated form it is striking that a
tremendous amount of scientific effort has gone into understanding the
structural biology of bR. One also observes a positive effect of increasingly
stringent requirements from several journals that crystallographic obser-
vations be deposited before publication, cumulating in the protein data
bank making the submission of experimental data mandatory from
January 2008, since the practice of releasing experimental data had
varied from group to group prior to this date. A third impression is that
anyone who may seek to understand the structural biology of bR may
simply be overwhelmed by the sheer wealth of structural information,
making it difficult to judge where these structures are similar, where
they differ, and to what extent any structural differences are significant?

To address this concern we develop here a hierarchal tree analysis
that scores the similarities between any two bR structures based upon
differences in their internal distances between Cα atoms [25] and clus-
ters them according to this score. When examining similar structures
a key advantage of an internal distance matrix analysis is that, unlike a
root mean square difference (rmsd) analysis, this approach does not
require that structures first be aligned upon each other. Moreover, an
internal distance matrix analysis contains information on both the
amplitude and the direction of Cα displacements and is therefore a better
tool than rmsd for assigning conformational differences. This scoring
algorithm proceeds by first selecting the protein domains of interest,
and here we select all transmembrane α-helix domains (helices A to
G) as defined by the header of pdb entry 1QHJ (TM A: 6–32; TM B:
37–58; TM C: 80–100; TM D: 105–127; TM E: 131–160; TM F:165–
191; TM G: 201–224); the internal distance matrix between Cα atoms
over this domain, [Cα]i, is then calculated for all pdb entries of interest;
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the difference internal distance matrix between any two pdb entries is
calculated by subtracting one internal distance matrix from the other,
Δ[Cα]ij = [Cα]i − [Cα]j for pdb entries i and j; and the scoring function
Sij relating pdb entries i and j is calculated as the average of the absolute
value of all elements within this difference internal distance matrix:
Sij = Avg(|Δ[Cα]ij|). In cases for which one or more of the selected Cα
atoms are not present in either of the two pdb files, Sij is calculated
for the subset of Cα atoms present in both structures. From the set of
Sij between all selected pdb entries, a hierarchal tree was drawn by
sequentially clustering all pdb entries with their nearest neighbor
(ie. selecting i and j corresponding to the smallest value of Sij) using
single linkage clustering inMATLAB [48] and plotted using dendrogram.
For pdb files containing both a dark and an illuminated state in the same
file (1X0I, 1QKP, 1P8H, 1O0A, 1M0M, 1M0K, 1CWQ) only the dark state
was considered in this part of the analysis.

Fig. 2 shows the results of this sorting algorithm when applied to
sort all the deposited pdb structures ofwild-type bR. A very striking out-
come of this analysis is that a clear majority of the X-ray structures of
wild-type bR (26 of 29) are very similar, being grouped in the lower
portion of the hierarchal tree with a threshold of the average internal
difference matrix value Sij ≤ 0.25 Å (Fig. 2) relative to its nearest
neighbor. Moreover, these structures of wild-type bR largely self-sort
according to their crystallization media and space group. For example,
the five bicelle crystal structures of wild-type bR from Bowie (1PY6,
NMR
EM
Lipid Cubic Phase
Vesicle Fusion
Bicelle
Heterogeneous Nuclea�on

Sij (Å)

Fig. 2.Hierarchal clustering analysis tree calculated fromall depositedpdb entries describing the
the difference internal distancematrix: Sij= Avg(|Δ[Cα]ij|) calculated asΔ[Cα]ij= [Cα]i− [Cα]j
striking that this analysis sorts the sub-branches largely according to the choice of crystallizati
1XJI, 1KME) and Zhang (4HYX, 4HWL) form a sub-group of very similar
structures (Sij ≤ 0.105 Å); as do ten LCP structures from Gordeliy
(3MBV, 3NS0, 4MD2), Glaeser (1KGB) and Lanyi (1O0A, 2NTU, 1M0K,
1P8H, 1M0L, 1M0M); and two LCP resting state structures from Landau
also cluster below this threshold (1QHJ, 1QKP). A slight relaxation
(Sij ≤ 0.12 Å) allows five wild type vesicle fusion structures from
Kouyama to be clustered as a single group (1QM8, 1X0K, 1X0S, 2ZFE,
1IW6). This group joins the same branch of the hierarchal tree as almost
all high resolution LCP structures of bRwhen a threshold of Sij≤ 0.20 Å is
applied, at which point this branch then also includes the crystal struc-
ture recovered by heterogeneous nucleation by Essen (1BRR). It is strik-
ing that one NMR structure (1R2N) clusters beside 1BRR within this
group, but closer inspection of that work [46] reveals that this X-ray
structure was used as a model to aid the interpretation of the NMR
data and thus 1R2N cannot be regarded as a truly independent structure.
Raising the bar to Sij ≤ 0.25 Å incorporates the 1.55 Å LCP structure of
Luecke (1C3W), which is the most cited of any X-ray structure of bR;
the LCP structure of Büldt (1CWQ); and the sub-branch of five bR
structures solved from bicelle grown crystals mentioned above.

At the other end of the tree, pdb entry 1L0M differs most from all
other structures of bR, which may have been anticipated since this
NMR structure was solved by piecing together sub-structures of helical
fragments of bR solved by NMR spectroscopy and then combing these
into a single structure using a number of reasonable inter-helical
PDB Method Space
Group

Collabora�on Year [ref]

1L0M NMR Yeagle 2001 [47]
1BRD EM P3 Henderson 1990 [15]
2AT9 EM P3 Fujiyoshi 1999 [50]
1AP9 X-RAY P63 Landau 1997 [30]
2BRD EM P3 Henderson 1996 [49]
1AT9 EM P3 Fujiyoshi 1997 [27]
1FBB EM P3 Henderson 2000 [22]
1BM1 X-RAY P622 Kouyama 1999 [117]
1X0I X-RAY P622 Kouyama 2005 [75]
1CWQ X-RAY P63 Büldt 2005 [19]
1PY6 X-RAY P1211 Bowie 2004 [121]
1XJI X-RAY C2221 Bowie 2005 [43]
1KME X-RAY P1211 Bowie 2002 [42]
4HWL X-RAY P1211 Zhang 2013 [130]
4HYX X-RAY P1211 Zhang 2013 [130]
1C3W X-RAY P63 Luecke 1999 [33]
1BRR X-RAY C2 Essen 1998 [40]
1R2N NMR Oschkinat 2002 [46]
1QM8 X-RAY P622 Kouyama 1998 [41]
1X0K X-RAY P622 Kouyama 2005 [75]
1X0S X-RAY P622 Kouyama 2005 [77]
1IW6 X-RAY P622 Kouyama 2002 [57]
2ZFE X-RAY P622 Kouyama 2008 [76]
1BRX X-RAY P63 Luecke 1998 [32]
1QHJ X-RAY P63 Landau 1999 [26]
1QKP X-RAY P63 Landau 1999 [16]
1M0M X-RAY P63 Lanyi 2002 [65]
3MBV X-RAY P63 Gordeliy 2010 [129]
3NS0 X-RAY P63 Gordeliy 2011 [58]
4MD2 X-RAY P63 Gordeliy 2014 [78]
1KGB X-RAY P63 Glaeser 2001 [63]
1O0A X-RAY P63 Lanyi 2003 [66]
2NTU X-RAY P63 Lanyi 2007 [69]
1M0K X-RAY P63 Lanyi 2002 [64]
1M0L X-RAY P63 Lanyi 2002 [64]
1P8H X-RAY P63 Lanyi 2003 [67]

resting conformation ofwild-type bR. This tree has been sorted according to the average of
for pdb entries i and jwhere [Cα] is the internal distancematrix calculated on Cα atoms. It is
on media. These results are described in Section 3.
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constraints [47]. A trend is also observed that structures solved by elec-
tron diffraction have, with time, become closer to the X-ray diffraction
structures since the three wild-type bR structures from the Henderson
group [15,22,49] and the two electron diffraction structures from
Fujiyoshi [27,50], arrange chronologicallywith themost recent structures
further down in the hierarchal tree. Similarly the first X-ray diffraction
structure from Landau solved using microcrystals at a microfocus X-ray
diffraction beamline [30], which pushed the state of the art at the time,
differs significantly from all other X-ray structures of bR; whereas that
solved two years later using larger crystals and more standard data col-
lection approaches [26] clusterswith all other LCP crystal structures of bR.

From these results it is apparent that a hierarchal sorting of wild
type bR structures founded upon an internal distance matrix analysis
is able to distinguish structures solved by electron diffraction and
X-ray diffraction, arrange the electron diffraction structures from each
group chronologically, and (to a very large extent) sort theX-raydiffrac-
tion crystal structures of bR according to the choice of crystallization
approach. Thus this analysis clearly captures and represents information
contained within the deposited structures in a manner reflecting a
natural sorting of these structures, revealing similarities despite varia-
tions from structure-to-structure due to noise in any crystallographic
analysis. We conclude that this approach of taking a step back and
examining all thirty six deposited structures of wild-type bR as a single
set reveals how the protein is influenced by the crystal packing and
manner in which it crystallizes, even though the inter-helical loops
that form crystal contacts are excluded from this structural analysis.

4. Intermediate trapping studies of bR

In 1998 Getzoff and colleagues published a low-temperature
intermediate trapping study of the light-induced photo-isomerization
of the p-hydroxycinnamic acid chromophore of photoactive yellow
protein at 0.85 Å resolution [51]. In their coverage of this work, Essen
and Oesterhelt commented that: “Unfortunately, it will probably be a
long time before we have such an eagle-eyed view of rhodopsins or
phytochromes” [52]. Others were more optimistic and the next two
years saw rapid progress towards elucidating the nature of light driven
structural changes in bR at high-resolution. A sequence of high-profile
publications in quick succession [16,17,20] cumulated in a special issue
ofNature in 2000on bR [18,19,22] containing a very accessible commen-
tary by Kühlbrandt [53].

Five of these studies combined X-ray diffraction with different
approaches to illuminating 3D crystals of bR either at cryogenic-
Table 2
Intermediate trapping protocols used to investigate light driven structural change in bR.

PDB Trapped state Trapping protocol

1QKO/1QKP K Green light (532 nm) during data co
1E0P K:L:M (1:3:1) 30 s green light (532 nm) at 170 K;
1VJM L 30 s red light (635 nm) at 150 K; da
1C8S M (D96N) Yellow light (N520 nm) during 3 s t
1F4Z M (E204Q) Yellow light (594 nm) during 1 s th
1CWQ M Green light (514 nm) during 1 s tha
1KG8 M Yellow light (N515 nm) illumination
1M0K K Green light (532 nm) during data co
1M0M M1 Yellow light (594 nm) at 210 K; dat
1O0A L 60 s red light (633 nm) at 170 K; da
1P8H M1 Yellow light (594 nm) during 3 s th
1P8U N (V49A) Red light (628 nm) during 3 s thaw
2I20 M (D96A) Red light (628 nm) during 3 s thaw
2NTW L Red light (633 nm) at 170 K; data c
1IXF K Alternate red (678 nm, bR state) & g
1UCQ L Green light (532 nm) at 160 K follow
1DZE/1IW9 M Orange light (540 to 700 nm) at 293
2ZZL M Orange light (N540 nm) at 293 K; d
3VI0 O (L93A) Green light (532 nm) at 293 K; data

⁎ Thawing refers to a bR crystal being placed in a nitrogen gas stream at 100 K (or 95 K) an
temperature [16,18] or during thawing followed by flash-freezing [17,
19,20] (Table 2). The sixth study was an electron diffraction structure
of the D96G/F171C/F219L triple-mutant of bR [22] for which consider-
able evidence existed that this combination of mutations induced a
structural change [54] that mimicked features associated with the
later phase of the bR photocycle [55]. In 2002 we summarized these
findings and argued that a unified view of the evolution of structural
changes in the bR photocycle had emerged from which the key ideas
underpinning proton pumping could be understood [23].

Despite this early progress, therewere certainlyweaknesses in these
first experiments. For example in the first M-state structure [17] large
regions of the cytoplasmic portions of helices E and F were simply
missing from the model and these are the regions believed to undergo
the largest conformational changes [54,55]; merohedral twinning
lowered the quality of the difference Fourier electron density maps [19];
highly twinned data could not be detwinned [56] prior to further crys-
tallographic analysis [17,20], which both increased phase bias during
structural refinement and prevented the presentation of difference
Fourier electron density maps; concerns emerged about X-ray induced
radiation damage in the early studies [57,58]; and the extent to which
the triple mutant structure [22] accurately represents light induced
structural changes in the bR photocycle is something of a matter of
faith. The most criticized study [59,60] was our publication concerning
the L-intermediate of bR [18] because the spectral evidencewepresented
showed contamination from the M-intermediate: we were, quite
simply, overconfident of the quality of the crystallographic data and did
not address spectral concerns to the standard required. We responded
with a more careful spectral characterization [61] demonstrating that
our original trapping protocol yielded a 1:3:1 mixture of K:L:M, and we
later repeated the experiment under conditions yielding a pure L-state
[62]. Nevertheless, these controversies decreased the broader acceptance
of the functional significance of these first intermediate trapping exper-
iments andmotivated further investigations of structural changes in bR.

Despite these controversies, it cannot escape attention that the
thirteen intermediate trapping studies that sought to address the same
questions [57,62–73] were very similar to the five trapping experiments
that they followed [16–20] (Table 2). For example all threeK-state studies
[16,57,64] illuminated 3D crystals with green light at either 100 K or
110 K, although Kouyama sought to deplete K and recover the bR
state using red light as part of their data collection protocol [57]; all
five L-state studies used trapping protocols with crystals illuminated
at 150 K [62], 160 K [70] or 170 K [18,66,69] using green [18,70] or
red light [62,66,69], although Kouyama again sought to deplete the
Group Year [ref]

llection at 110 K. Landau 1999 [16]
data collection 110 K. Landau 2000 [18]
ta collection 110 K. Landau 2004 [62]
hawing⁎; data collection 100 K Luecke 1999 [17]
awing⁎; data collection 100 K Luecke 2000 [20]
wing⁎; data collection 95 K Büldt 2000 [19]
at 230 K; data collection 100 K Glaeser 2001 [63]
llection at 100 K Lanyi 2002 [64]
a collection at 100 K Lanyi 2002 [65]
ta collection at 100 K Lanyi 2003 [66]
awing⁎; data collection 100 K Lanyi 2003 [67]
ing⁎; data collection 100 K Lanyi 2003 [67]
ing⁎; data collection 100 K Lanyi 2006 [68]
ollection at 100 K Lanyi 2007[69]
reen light (532 nm, K-state) at 100 K Kouyama 2002 [57]
ed by red light (678 nm) at 100 K Kouyama 2004 [70]
K; data collection 100 K Kouyama 2004 [71]

ata collection 100 K Kouyama 2009 [72]
collection 100 K Kouyama 2012 [73]

d this gas stream being blocked for the specified time.

pdb:1QKP
pdb:1QKP
pdb:1E0P
pdb:1VJM
pdb:1C8S
pdb:1F4Z
pdb:1CWQ
pdb:1KG8
pdb:1M0K
pdb:1M0M
pdb:1O0A
pdb:1P8H
pdb:1P8U
pdb:2I20
pdb:2NTW
pdb:1IXF
pdb:1UCQ
ncbi-tnm:532
pdb:1IW9
pdb:1IW9
pdb:2ZZL
pdb:3VI0
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K-state by illuminating with red light after cooling to 100 K [70]; photo-
stationary populations of the M-state were trapped using continuous
illumination with yellow light at 210 K [65] or 230 K [63], or using
orange light at 293 K [71,72] in a crystal form for which the bR
photocycle is dramatically slowed [71,72]; the trick of illuminating bR
crystals during thawing by blocking the cryo-stream for a few seconds
was repeatedly used to trap theM [17,19,20,67,68] andN [67] photocycle
intermediates; and the O intermediate was also trapped at 293 K using
green light illumination [73].

X-ray structures were also reported for bR mutants believed to
mimic photo-intermediates. For example Glaeser [74] determined the
X-ray structure of the bR D96G/F171C/F219L triple-mutant previously
solved by electron diffraction [22] and Luecke investigated structures
of the D85S and D85S/F219L double bR mutant [21] argued to mimic
theO-intermediate of bR, a photocycle intermediatewhichhas D85pro-
tonated. Other physical perturbations have also been investigated such
as extremely low (acid blue) and high (alkaline purple) pH [75]; mock
trapping (ie. heating and cooling of bR crystals without illumination
[63]); the binding of xenon [76]; dark adaption [77]; and X-ray induced
damage [58,78]. Thus, over the last 15 years a considerable body of
work has emerged that reports structural changes in bR, yet each
publication tended to highlight differences, rather than similarities,
with earlier work. To identify similarities across separate studies we
again take a step back and, as with our analysis of the wild-type bR
structures above (Fig. 2), we examine these deposited structures as a
single set.
P
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Fig. 3. Hierarchal clustering analysis tree for structural changes in bR induced by light, mutatio
sorted according to the Pearson correlation coefficient: PCCij = PCC(Δ[Cα]i,Δ[Cα]j), where Δ[C
bR structure. Five main branches are observed and are described in detail in Section 5. Eleven
branch of this tree. White background indicates PCCij ≥ 0.597 which has been used as a cluste
5. Hierarchal tree of structural perturbations

Given thiswealth of data on how the bR structure is affected by light,
mutation or other physical perturbations we ask: what Cα movements
have been reproducibly observed and which of these are uniquely light-
induced? To this end we adapt the internal distance matrix analysis
presented above that identified similarities and differences between
two pdb entries of wild-type bR, to now identify similarities and differ-
ences between two pairs of pdb entries (excited versus resting). This
extension is rather straightforward and, in practice, the only change
required is to the choice of scoring function.

Again we begin by selecting all transmembrane α-helix domains
(TM A: 6–32; TM B: 37–58; TM C: 80–100; TM D: 105–127; TM E:
131–160; TM F:165–191; TM G:201–224). For each pdb file of interest
(pdbexcited)i we identify the corresponding resting bR state (pdbresting)i,
which can usually be extracted from the original publication or the pdb
entry. The difference internal distance matrix is then calculated as:
Δ[Cα]i = [Cα

excited]i − [Cα
resting]i. In this case the function Si(Δ[Cα]i) =

Avg(| [Cα
excited]i − [Cα

resting]i |) gives a measure, in units of Å, of the
average change in internal distances when moving from the resting to
the excited state. Although it contains some information (tabulated as
Si in Fig. 3), it is not used to draw the hierarchal tree. Instead we calcu-
late the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) which relates two differ-
ence internal distance matrices: PCCij = PCC(Δ[Cα]i,Δ[Cα]j) and this
function scores the similarities for how the bR structure changes when
moving from the resting state to the excited state. In cases where one or
DB Ground
state

Notes: K, L, M, N &
O are illuminated

Si(Å) Collabora�on Year [ref] 

D1 4MD2 Orange species 0.001 Gordeliy 2014 [78]
0K 1M0K K 0.0005 Lanyi 2002 [64]

IXF 1IW6 K 0.06 Kouyama 2002 [57]
X0I 1IW6 Acid blue (pH 2) 0.28 Kouyama 2005 [75]
JV6 1BRX D85S/F219L 0.49 Luecke 2001 [21]
JV7 1BRX D85S 0.53 Luecke 2001 [21]
X0K 1IW6 Alkaline (pH 10) 0.13 Kouyama 2005 [75]
ZFE 1IW6 Xenon-bound 0.07 Kouyama 2008 [76]
NSB 3NS0 X-ray damaged 0.14 Gordeliy 2011 [58]
X0S 1IW6 Dark adapted 0.11 Kouyama 2005 [77]
0M 1M0M M1 0.002 Lanyi 2002 [65]
KO 1QKP K 0.01 Landau 1999 [16]
KP 1QKP K 0.005 Landau 1999 [16]
CQ 1IW6 L 0.11 Kouyama 2004 [70]

P8U 1P8U N (V49A) 0.39 Lanyi 2003 [67]
0A 1O0A L 0.23 Lanyi 2003 [66]

P8H 1P8H M1 0.19 Lanyi 2003 [67]
KG9 1KGB Annealed 0.10 Glaeser 2001 [63]
FBK 1FBB D96G/F171C/F219L 0.51 Henderson 2000 [22]
FPD 1KGB D96G/F171C/F219L 0.60 Glaeser 2013 [74]
C8S 1C8R M (D96N) 0.29 Luecke 1999 [17]
TW 2NTU L 0.06 Lanyi 2007[69]
WQ 1CWQ M 0.48 Büldt 2000 [19]
I20 2I1X M (D96A) 0.19 Lanyi 2006 [68]
F4Z 1F50 M (E204Q) 0.24 Luecke 2000 [20]
KG8 1KGB M 0.19 Glaeser 2001 [63]
E0P 1QHJ K:L:M (1:3:1) 0.23 Landau 2000 [18]
JM 1QHJ L 0.28 Landau 2004 [62]
VI0 3VHZ O (L93A) 0.14 Kouyama 2012 [73]
DZE 1IW6 M 0.16 Kouyama 2004 [71]
IW9 1IW6 M 0.17 Kouyama 2004 [71]
ZZL 1IW6 M 0.17 Kouyama 2009 [72]

n, pH, xenon, thermal annealing, dark adaption and radiation damage. This tree has been
α]i is the change in internal distance matrix when moving from the resting to perturbed
of twenty one structures of light-induced structural changes in bR cluster within the final
ring cut-off throughout the discussion.
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more of the selected Cα atoms are not present in any one of the four rel-
evant pdb files (two excited, two resting), PCCij is calculated for the sub-
set of Cα atoms present in all four structures. From the complete set of
PCCij relating all relevant pdb entries, a hierarchal tree is drawn by
sequentially clustering these pairs with their nearest neighbors
(ie. selecting i and j with PCCij closest to 1) using single linkage
clustering in MATLAB [48] and plotted using dendrogram.

Why do we adopt PCCij here whereas we used Sij to sort the wild-
type bR hierarchal tree? The answer is that PCCij maintains the informa-
tion on the nature and direction of the Cαmovements. For example, should
a movement of a portion of helix C towards helix G be observed in two
pairs of pdb entries: (pdbexcited–pdbresting)i and (pdbexcited–pdbresting)j
then PCCij would yield a positive correlation. On the other hand should
one pair show this movement of helices towards each other but another
pair shows this movement away from each other, this would yield a
negative PCCij correlation. Similarly, movements of helix A relative to F
are not directly correlated with movements of helix C relative to G
when using PCCij, whereas both would increase the value of Si(ΔCi).
Another important point is that PCCij is largely independent of the am-
plitude of the movement, which reduces its sensitivity to assumptions
concerning the crystallographic occupancy of an intermediate state
made as different authors refined intermediate structures against their
crystallographic data.

Fig. 3 presents the resulting hierarchal tree. As with our analysis of
the wild-type bR structures (Fig. 2), it is striking how the branches of
this tree reveal similarities and differences between these crystallo-
graphic studies. In particular, threshold of PCC ≥ 0.597 (white region,
Fig. 3) neatly sub-divides this tree into five distinctive branches, each
of which contains two or more related structures.

Beginning from the top of this tree, which corresponds to the cluster
most removed from all other clusters, we find a three pronged branch
containing both the D85S single mutation (1JV6–1BRX) and the D85S/
F219L double mutation (1JV7–1BRX). These mutants were proposed
to be analogues to the bR O-intermediate [21] and crystallize in the
space group C2221 rather than the hexagonal P63 LCP form of wild-type
bR. Strikingly, our sorting algorithmplaces the acid-blue crystal structure
of bR (1XOI–1IW6 [75]), which was crystallized at pH 2.0 and therefore
had D85 protonated, in the same branch as these mutants, strongly
supporting the argument of Luecke [21] that the D85S mutation mimics
a bR state with D85 protonated. Nevertheless, these structures are far
removed from the X-ray structure of the O-intermediate of Kouyama
(3VI0–3VHZ, [73]).Moreover, thenature of the common conformational
change can be extracted by examining the principle single value decom-
position (SVD) component of these three difference internal distance
matrices, which reveals a movement of the extracellular portions of
helices D and E away from helices A, B, C, F and G (Fig. 4A). Thus,
while the X-ray structures of the D85S, D85S/F219L and acid blue
forms of bR are high quality and interesting crystallographic studies,
they appear to have limited relevance to light driven structural changes
during the bR photocycle.

The next cluster is formed by two K-intermediate pdb entries
(1QKO–1QKPgnd; 1QKPexc–1QKPgnd; where “exc” denominates a light-
activated state and “gnd” denominates the resting sate when a pdb
entry contains both intermediate and resting structures [16]) and one
M-intermediate study (1M0Mexc–1M0Mgnd [65]). What is striking
about this cluster is that the average change in distance between Cα

atoms is perturbed only very slightly, Si(ΔCi) ≤ 0.01 Å for all three
entries, and this is an order of magnitude lower than typically seen
when comparing independent wild-type bR structures (Fig. 2). This is
due to the fact that the resting and excited state models were not
independent but rather only a limited number of residues were refined
with dual occupancy to recover their resting and intermediate state
conformations. This leads to a very distinctive difference internal
distance matrix showing vertical and horizontal bands associated with
the residuals in helices C (84–86) and G (212, 215–216) that were
given freedom to move (Fig. 4B). For our K-intermediate study we
motivated this conservative refinement protocol by presenting an over-
view of the difference Fourier electron density map [16] which showed
only local electron density changes near the retinal. Although the two
other K-state structures do not cluster with this set, they all show very
small light-induced Cα-atom perturbations: the K-intermediate of
Lanyi [64] having S(1Μ0Κexc–1Μ0Κgnd) = 0.0005 Å; that of Kouyama
[57] having S(1IXF-1IW6) = 0.06 Å; and from our K-state refinements
[16] S(1QKO–1QKPgnd) = 0.01 Å and S(1QKPexc–1QKPgnd) = 0.005 Å.
These results make physical sense since all K-states were trapped at
100 K or 110 K (Table 2) and protein motions are very restricted at
this temperature [79]. The M1-state of Lanyi (1M0M) is exceptional
since the average change of internal distances for Cα atoms,
S(1M0Mexc–1M0Mgnd) =0.002 Å and this is two orders of magnitude
smaller than that recovered for all other deposited M-state structures
(Fig. 3). It is therefore difficult to know how to interpret this M1-state
structure and regrettable that no difference Fourier map was presented
to motivate the restricted structural refinement protocol [65].

The next sub-branch of this hierarchal tree consists of three studies
of photo-activated bR, all of which were solved by the same group: an
L-state (1O0Aexc–1O0Agnd [66]); an M1-state (1P8Hexc–1P8Hgnd [67])
and an N-state (1P8Uexc–1P8Ugnd [67]) where the latter is trapped
using the V49A bRmutant. All three structures show significant changes
in internal distances on Cα atoms with 0.19 Å ≤ S(1P8Hexc–1P8Hgnd) ≤
S(1O0Aexc–1O0Agnd) ≤ S(1P8Uexc–1P8Ugnd) ≤ 0.39 Å. An SVD analysis
of the resulting internal distance matrix changes reveals the nature of
this recurring conformational perturbation,whereby the principal com-
ponent displays a pattern resembling a checkerboard tilted by 45°
(Fig. 4C). This tilted checkerboard corresponds physically to the
distances between the extracellular and cytoplasmic portions of the bR
structure systematically decreasing. Is it possible that photoactivation
of bR shrinks the protein and these authors have discovered an
unknown global conformational change critical to the mechanism of
proton pumping? This seems unlikely since this checkerboard pattern
is also recovered when comparing the wild-type resting bR structures
from Luecke (1C3W) and Lanyi (1O0Agnd) (Fig. 4D). We note that pdb
entries 1O0A, 1P8H and1P8Uall have a c-axis approximately 3Å shorter
than earlier bR structures from the same group (1M0K, 1M0L, 1M0M,
Table 1) and a similar checkerboard pattern can be generated if one
refines two bR structures against the same data but with the c-axis
arbitrarily shortened in one case. These observations indicate that this
apparent compression may stem from slight errors in determining the
crystallographic c-axis.

Proceeding down the tree, we reach a sub-branch consisting of two
structures of theD96G/F171C/F219L triplemutant independently solved
by electron diffraction (1FBK–1FBB [22]) and X-ray crystallography
(4FPD–1KGB [74]). These pdb entries display some of the largest struc-
tural perturbations, having an average internal distance matrix change
S(1FBK–1FBB) = 0.60 Å and S(4FPD–1KGB) = 0.51 Å. Examining the
principle SVD component of these two difference internal distance
matrices (Fig. 4E) shows that structural changes common to both studies
consist of significant movements of the cytoplasmic side of helix F away
from helices A, B, C, D and G. This branch sits adjacent to themain group
of light activated structures (2NTW to 2ZZL, Fig. 3) and supports the
hypothesis that these three mutations combined induce a conforma-
tional change which, to some extent, mimics light activated changes
in bR [7,54,55]. Moreover, this is the first sub-branch of the hierarchal
tree to be placed closer to the main branch of light-induced conforma-
tional changes than the mock trapping study by Glaeser (1KG9–1KGB
[63]) for which bR crystals were heated and cooled but were not
illuminated.

Finally we arrive at the main branch of light-induced conformation
changes in bR. Allowing a (somewhat arbitrary) threshold of PCCij ≥
0.597 defines a set of eleven paired pdb entries, all of which concern
studies of light-induced structural changes in 3D bR crystals illuminated
at temperatures ranging from 150 K to 293 K, include structures of L, M
and O states (Table 2). This set of studies incorporates structures from



Fig. 4. Single value decomposition analysis of themajor branches (containing two ormore pdb entries) of the hierarchal tree shown in Fig. 3. The matrices show the principle component
resulting from SVD analysis of the difference internal distancematrices from the following sets: A, 1JV6–1BRX (D85S/F219Lmutant [21]), 1JV7–1BRX (D85Smutant [21]) and 1XOI–1IW6
(acid blue [75]). B, 1QKO–1QKPgnd (K-state [16]), 1QKPexc–1QKPgnd (K-state [16]) and 1M0Mexc–1M0Mgnd (M1-state [65]). C, 1O0Aexc–1O0Agnd (L-state [66]), 1P8Hexc–1P8Hgnd (M1-state
[67]) and 1P8Uexc–1P8Ugnd (N-state [67]). D, 1C3W–1O0Agnd (two bR states, [33,66]). E, 1FBK–1FBB (D96G/F171C/F219L triple mutant [22]) and 4FPD–1KGB (D96G/F171C/F219L triple
mutant [74]). F, 1F4Z–1F50 (M-state [20]), 2NTW–2NTU (L-state [69]), 2I20–2I1X (M-state [68]), 1CWQexc–1CWQgnd (M-state [19]), 1KG8–1KGB (M-state [63]), 3VI0–3VHZ (O-state
[73]), 1DZE–1IW6 (M-state [71]), 1IW9–1IW6 (M-state [71]), 2ZZL–1IW6 (M-state [72]), 1E0P–1QHJ (K:L:M with ratio 1:3:1 [18]) and 1VJM–1QHJ (L-state [62]). See Section 5 for a de-
scription of these clusters and their structural interpretation. Red indicates a reproducible movement of Cα atoms away from each otherwhereas blue indicates a reproduciblemovement
towards each other.
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all major groups to contribute to the field: Luecke (1F4Z–1F50) [20];
Lanyi (2NTW–2NTU) [69] and (2I20–2I1X) [68]; Büldt (1CWQexc–

1CWQgnd); Glaeser (1KG8–1KGB) [63]; Kouyama (3VI0–3VHZ) [73],
(1DZE–1IW6) [71], (1IW9–1IW6) [71] and (2ZZL–1IW6) [72]; and our-
selves (1E0P–1QHJ) [18] and (1VJM–1QHJ) [62]. Moreover a twelfth
structure (1C8S–1C8R) [17], which did not model large cytoplasmic
regions of helices E and F, also lies adjacent to this cluster. Thus this set
of deposited pdb structures display light induced conformational changes
that are consistent across many studies and are replicated by independent
research groups using different crystal forms. We therefore take the view
that these conformational changes most likely represent what is
happening in reality. This conclusion comes with the caveat that any
motion within 3D crystals is constrained by the need to maintain suffi-
cient crystalline order for diffraction to be recorded. An SVD analysis
of this set of structures reveals that the major light induced conforma-
tional changes common to these eleven studies correspond to a move-
ment of the extracellular portion of helix C towards helix G, and a
movement of the cytoplasmic portions of helix F away from helices A,
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B and G (Fig. 4F). These movements were already described fourteen
years ago [18–20] and it is noteworthy that, when the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient is calculated for eachmember of this set of eleven struc-
tures against the principle SVD component, it is the two oldest
structures within this set (1E0P–1QHJ) [18] and (1CWQexc–1CWQgnd)
[19] that are most strongly correlated with these reproducible structur-
al changes, having PCC values of 0.88 and 0.87 respectively.

6. Difference Fourier analysis of light induced structural changes

In the analyses above we sorted the bR-wild type structures (Fig. 2)
and structural changes (Fig. 3) in order to identify similarities and
differences in the positions of Cα-atoms within all relevant pdb entries.
Whereas this analysis extracts conserved global motions, it does not
specifically describe local changes in the vicinity of the isomerized
retinal. The appropriate method with which to observe local structural
changes is difference Fourier analysis, whereby the following Fourier
transform (FT) is made to recover the difference electron density:

Δρ xð Þ ¼ FT Fexc
obs−Fgnd

obs
� �

� exp iΦgnd

� �� �

which simply presents the experimental changes in the X-ray diffrac-
tion data in real space using the resting state structuralmodel for phases
(Φgnd) [80]. The critical point is that the resulting difference electron
density, Δρ(x), has no phase bias towards the intermediate state model
since that model never enters the calculation. Difference Fourier analysis
is not always possible since it requires that the two data sets are isomor-
phous and for highly twinned data it is not possible to extract Fobs with-
out additional assumptions. Of the 19 crystallographic studies of light
driven structural changes in bR (Table 2), crystallographic observations
for eight of these are available in the protein data bank. From these data
we have calculated Bayesian error weighted difference Fourier electron
density maps [81] and these are presented in Fig. 5.

Three crystal structures of the bR K-intermediate have been
described [16,57,64] and all trapped this early intermediate using green
light illumination at 100 K or 110 K (Table 2). Crystallographic data
were released for one of these studies [16] and the error weighted
difference Fourier map (data-set C, 1QKP–1QHJ) is shown in Fig. 5A.
The strongest feature of the entire difference electron density map is a
negative peak on Wat402 that is visible to a confidence level of 9.1 σ
(here we take σ to be the root mean square electron density within
the unit cell and we quote values as displayed in Coot [82]) and indi-
cates that Wat402 is disordered by retinal isomerisation. Consequently,
when interpreting this feature we removed Wat402 from our K-state
model. Other structural changes indicated by the difference density
and captured by structural refinement include a weakening of the
H-bond interaction from Thr89 to Oδ1 of Asp85 and a side-ways move-
ment of the Lys216 side-chain (Fig. 5A). As noted above, all strong
difference electron density features clustered around the retinal chro-
mophore andwe allowed only a few residues tomove during structural
refinement (Figs. 3; 4B).

Kouyama presented convincing difference electron density showing
a movement of the Lys216 side-chain in K [57] but also observed that a
negative difference density feature can arise onWat402 due to radiation
damage (see Section 7). In modeling this structural intermediate
Kouyama went to some lengths to compensate for this effect [57] and
Wat402 was retained in the K-state model. Lanyi retained both the
position of Wat402 and the SB-Wat402 H-bond interaction in K [64].
Examining this pdb file (1M0K), however, shows a significant increase
in the crystallographic B-factor of Wat402 in the K-state model (B =
39.9 Å2) relative to the resting state (B = 24.5 Å2) and this increase
was not observed for the SB nitrogen nor Oδ1 and Oδ2 of Asp85. An
increase in crystallographic B-factor implies that light-activation also
induced some disordering of Wat402 in Lanyi's K-state study.
Five studies of the L-intermediate have been reported [18,62,66,69,
70], which highlights the high functional importance placed on under-
standing this structural intermediatewhich sets the stage for the primary
proton transfer event from the SB to Asp85 (Fig. 1). Crystallographic data
were released for four of these studies [18,62,69,70] and error weighted
difference Fourier maps calculated from these data are presented in
Fig. 5B–E. The L-state of Kouyama [70] also shows a negative density
peak on Wat402 (visible to 5.2 σ; Fig. 5B) but also has stronger features
visible immediately towards the cytoplasmic side of the retinal than
observed in K (Fig. 5A). Kouyama used green light illumination at
160 K followed by red light illumination at 100 K to trap this inter-
mediate state (Table 2) and it would be expected that more structural
relaxation is observed than when using green light illumination at
110 K.

All difference electron density maps calculated from three L-state
studies using the LCP crystal form showa remarkable level of agreement
(Fig. 5C–E). In ourfirst studywe illuminated crystalswith green light for
40 s at 170 K, followed by 30 s relaxation prior to quenching in liquid ni-
trogen [18]. In addition to revealing a disorderingWat402 (visible to 7.2
σ) and movements of the side-chain and back-bone of Lys216 already
seen in K, this difference density map (Fig. 5D) showed the disordering
of two further water molecules within the channel (Wat400 and
Wat401); the ordering of a new water molecule (Wat451) between
Asp85 and Asp212; the breakage of the H-bond from Thr89 to Asp85; a
movement of Trp182 towards the cytoplasm; and a reorientation of the
side-chain of Arg82 towards the extracellular media (Fig. 5D; 1E0P–
1QHJ). Most strikingly, the difference Fourier electron density map
revealed paired positive and negative density features aligned along
the extracellular portion of helix C, which we interpreted to show a
light induced flex of the extracellular half of helix C towards helix G.
As described in Section 5, this movement is observed (with varying
levels of confidence) in 11 independent crystallographic studies of
trapped intermediate states (Figs. 3, 4 F). Our trapping protocol was
criticized at the time for not producing a pure spectral intermediate
but rather a 1:3:1mixture of the K, L andM [61].We therefore repeated
this study using red light illumination at 150 K for which the spectral
evidence established a pure L-state [62]. The resulting difference Fourier
electron density map (Fig. 5E) and refined crystallographic structure
showed all structural changes previously reportedusing green light illu-
mination at 170 K [18] including a negative density peak associated
with Wat402 (visible to 5.0 σ).

Lanyi and colleagues first trapped the L-state by illuminating bR
crystals with red light at 170 K [66]. Their analysis produced a structure
of L which is slightly shortened relative to bR in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the membrane (Figs. 3; 4C, 1O0A). These authors later repeated
this trapping protocol but modified it to collect both resting and illumi-
nated state diffraction data from the same crystal [66]. Crystallographic
data for the latter study were released and are of very high quality, pro-
ducing the most convincing error weighted difference Fourier electron
densitymap (2NTW–2NTU, Fig. 5C) of any study of illuminated crystals.
A very strong negative difference density feature shows the disordering
of Wat402 (visible to 19.0 σ). Movements of the Lys216 side-chain and
backbone; the disordering ofWat400 andWat401 and a corresponding
ordering of Wat451 between Asp85 and Asp212; the breakage of the
H-bond interaction from Thr89 to Asp85; the displacement of Trp182
towards the cytoplasm; the beginning of a movement of the side-
chain of Arg82 towards the extracellular media; and paired negative
and positive difference density features that align along the extracellular
portion of helix C, indicating a flex of this helix towards helix G, are all
indicated within this difference density map. We gladly acknowledge
this high-quality crystallographic data from Lanyi and co-workers that
convincingly demonstrates the same electron density changes in L [69]
that we observed seven years earlier [18]. What puzzles us, however,
is that few of these movements were actually modeled in the deposited
L-state structure, apart from the sideways movement of Lys216 and a
very subtle shift in Cα-positions in helix C (Fig. 5C, purple bR, red L).
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Crystallographic studies of the trapped M-intermediate have been
less controversial. Most M-state trapping studies applied a protocol of
illuminating crystals during a short period of thawing as the cryo-
stream was blocked and the crystal warmed to room temperature [17,
19,20,67,68]; or alternatively illuminating bR crystals at 210 K or 230
K [63,65] (Table 2). For vesicle fusion crystals of bR the photocycle is
A

B

C

D

Fig. 5. Difference Fourier analysis of crystallographic data deposited from studies of light-induc
[70] (1UCQ–1IW6). C, An L-intermediate [69] (2NTW–2NTU). D, A 1:3:1 mixture of K:L:M [18]
1IW6). G, An M-intermediate (2I20–2I2X) [68]. H, An O-intermediate [73] (3VI0–3VHZ). Both
(Blue, K; red, L; yellow,M; pink, O) are also shown. Difference Fouriermap CNS scripts that have
IV Laboratory, Lund, Sweden) and are provided as supplementary information [81]. Positive diff
are contoured at different levels because varying quality from map to map. This figure is draw
slowed 100 fold and it was therefore possible to achieve high M-state
occupancy when illuminating crystals at room temperature [71,72].
Ten pdb entries describe trapped M-states and, with one exception
[65], all havemodeled (to varying degrees) the same structural changes
as described above: the disordering of Wat402, Wat400 and Wat401
and ordering of Wat451 between Asp85 and Asp212; the breakage of
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the H-bond interaction from Thr89 to Asp85; movements of both the
Lys216 side-chain and backbone; a displacement of Trp182 towards
the cytoplasm; and the reorientation of the side-chain of Arg82 towards
the extracellularmedia [17,19,20,63,67,68,71]. Errorweighted difference
Fourier electron density maps calculated for the two M-state intermedi-
ates for which crystallographic data were deposited [68,72] support
these conclusions since both show difference density features consistent
with the modeled structural changes (2ZZL–1IW6, Fig. 5F; 2I20–2I1X,
Fig. 5G). In particular, negative difference electron density on Wat402
is visible to 7.4 σ in the map calculated from Lanyi's M-state data
(Fig. 5G), and to 5.6 σ in the map calculated from Kouyama's data
(Fig. 5F). Indeed, many of the structural changes indicated in Lanyi's
L-state difference density map (Fig. 5C) are also visible in his M-state
difference density map (Fig. 5G) but structural refinement was more
successful in capturing thesemotions inM(Fig. 5G, purple bR, yellowM).

Our sorting algorithm developed from a Pearson correlation analysis
of Cα displacements placed seven of these tenM-state structureswithin
the same branch of the hierarchal tree (Fig. 3, PCC≥ 0.597) and an SVD
analysis of the eleven structures within this cluster showed that they
share movements of the extracellular portion of helix C towards helix
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G and the cytoplasmic portion of helix F away from helices A, B and G
(Fig. 4F). Apart from the first M-state of Luecke [17], which would be
included within this branch if the threshold PCC ≥ 0.597 were relaxed,
the remaining two M-state structures are from Lanyi: one of which
(1PH8 [67]) shows the M-state to be compressed perpendicular to the
membrane (Fig. 4C) and the other (1M0M, [65]) shows Cα movements
two orders of magnitude smaller than observed for all other M-state
structures (S(1M0Mexc–1M0Mgnd) = 0.002 Å, Fig. 3).

No diffraction data were deposited for the only trapped N-state
structure [67], but Kouyama trapped an O-intermediate in the L93A bR
mutant at room temperature [73] and released these crystallographic
data. The error weighted difference Fourier electron density map calcu-
lated from these data (3VI0–3VHZ, Fig. 5H) is consistent with all the
other difference density maps presented above (Fig. 5), showing a neg-
ative peak on Wat402 (visible to 4.7 σ) and paired difference density
features associated with helix C that indicate a movement of the extra-
cellular portion of this helix towards helix G. Moreover, structural
refinement of the O-state successfully captured all conformational
changes visiblewithin this difference electron density and this structure
clusters within the major branch of bR photo-intermediates (Fig. 3).

In summary, by examining the experimental changes in electron
density represented using difference Fourier analysis we observe a
high level of agreement (with varying levels of noise) from one study
of light-induced structural changes in bR to another (Fig. 5). There is,
naturally, considerable variation concerning the functional importance
assigned to conformational changes reproducibly observed, as is the
liberty of any author to interpret their own observations. Moreover, a
number of studies emphasized structural features that have been less
reproducible from one study to another, most notably the ordering of
water molecules within the cytoplasmic portion of the channel [19,20,
70,73,74]. In our view these considerations are absolutely reasonable,
but we wish here to emphasize that the key ingredients required to
understand the mechanism of proton pumping by bR [23] have been
reproducibly observed by different groups in multiple independent
studies.

7. X-ray induced radiation damage

Protein crystallography recovers structural information by placing a
protein crystal in the path of an intense X-ray beam and recording
diffraction patterns. For every X-ray photon scattered approximately ten
are absorbed within the protein crystal and produce photo-electrons,
which in turn induce secondary ionization events [83]. These liberated
electrons cause damage and the influence of X-ray induced damage on
Fig. 6. Comparison of X-ray induced and light induced electron density changes at low-temp
induced build-up of the orange species at 100 K [78] (4MD1–4MD2). B, Difference Fourier el
100 K [58] (3NSB–3NS0). C, Difference Fourier electron density recovered from light induced s
and negative difference electron density is yellow.
protein structure has been extensively studied [84]. A number of clear
trends have emerged and it is a general property that aspartic and
glutamic acids are the most sensitive residues since exposure to X-ray
can cause their carboxylic head group to be cleaved, even at cryogenic
temperature [85]. Acidic residues near or within an enzyme's active
site appear to be especially sensitive, as has been observed for lysozyme
[86,87], acetylcholinesterase [86,87], myrosinase [88] maltooligosyl-
trehalose trehalohydrolase [89], trypsin [89], a photosynthetic reaction
centre [90] and green fluorescent protein [91].

From these findings it might be expected that one or both of the
active site aspartate residues of bR will become cleaved by X-ray
induced damage. Kouyama was the first to investigate this issue and
indeed observed that the head group of Asp85 is eventually cleaved
by X-rays even at cryogenic temperature [57]. A later study of X-ray
damage by Gordeliy drew similar conclusions [58]. In this case the
crystallographic data were deposited and the error weighted difference
Fourier electron density map is very convincing (Fig. 6B, 3NSB–3NS0).
In particular, extremely clear negative difference density that covers
the entire head group of Asp85 is visible to an exceptionally high confi-
dence level (20.2 σ) and is the strongest feature of the map. Similarly,
the head group of Asp212 is also covered by a strong negative density
feature. Thus the head-groups of both active site aspartates are cleaved
by exposure to X-rays and it cannot be any surprise that the water
molecules to which they form H-bonds (Wat400, Wat401 and Wat402)
also disorder.

At lower X-ray dose another species, termed the orange species
since bR changes colour, is also known to build up. Kouyama concluded
that the structural changes associated with this species were signifi-
cantly less than those associated with the K-intermediate, and that the
fraction of molecules thus affected could not perform the regular
photocycle upon light activation [57]. Gordeliy and co-workers
also carefully investigated the structure of the orange species [78] by
minimizing the X-ray fluence through a bR crystal (PDB entries 4MD1
(orange species) and 4MD2 (ground state)). The resulting difference
Fourier map (4MD1–4MD2, Fig. 6A) exhibits paired negative and
positive peaks associated with the SB region of the chromophore and
Wat402, suggesting their slight displacement. One scenario compatible
with these observations is that the SB becomes deprotonated due to
the build-up of radicals induced by hydrated electrons generated in
the solvent region of the crystal. This results in the lengthening of the
H-bond from the SB nitrogen to Wat402, which moves away by a few
tenths of anAngstrom.A similar X-ray induced deprotonation of another
Schiff base was observed in crystallographic studies of phosphoserine
aminotransferase [92].
erature. A, Difference Fourier electron density map recovered following low-dose X-ray
ectron density map recovered following higher dose X-ray induced radiation damage at
tructural changes at 110 K [16] (1QKP–1QHJ). Positive difference electron density is blue
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These damage studies are based upon sound crystallographic work
and warrant reconsideration of earlier intermediate trapping studies.
As shown in Fig. 6B and C, both the K-state and radiation damage differ-
ence density maps show strong negative density features on Wat400
and Wat402. However, the K-state data (data-set C, 1QKP–1QHJ, [16])
has no negative density on Asp212 and only weak negative density on
Oδ1 of Asp85 (Fig. 6C), a feature that is visible in almost all difference
Fourier maps calculated for the light-driven studies of bR (Fig. 5). This
is in contradistinction with the radiation damage map (Fig. 6B, 3NSB–
3NS0), which shows negative density covering the entire head groups
of both Asp85 and Asp212. Moreover, paired positive and negative
difference density indicate a movement of the side-chain and backbone
of Lys216 in K, but these positive density features are not visible in the
high-dose radiation damage map. Finally, refined movements of Cα

positions reveal structural changes due to low-dose and high-dose
radiation damage that do not cluster with any other study of bR (Fig. 3;
PCC ≤ 0.32 relative to all other studies). Of the difference Fourier maps
calculated from the deposited data, only the L-state study from Lanyi
[69] shows negative difference electron density extending from Oδ1 to
Oδ2 of Asp85 (Fig. 5C). Even for this case, however, while some radiation
damage cannot be ruled out it clearlymakes only aminor contribution to
the observed difference density. Admittedly, of the three K-state data
sets that we deposited fifteen years ago, the other two (data-sets A and
B in 1QKP) show indications of radiation damage on Asp85. We are
thus again reminded of the benefits of making diffraction data available
for posterity since, if the data are available, structural conclusions can
be reconsidered in light of new ideas.

From these structural observations it appears that a similar mecha-
nism operates in the two cases: when light-activates bR, retinal isomer-
ization breaks the SB-Wat402 H-bond and disorders Wat402. When
X-rays cleave the head groups of Asp85 and Asp212, this also breaks
their H-bond interactions to Wat400, Wat401 and Wat402 and these
water molecules disorder. These findings are completely consistent
with one another and concerns that the light-induced disordering of
Wat402 observed in the K-state was due to radiation damage [58] rather
than retinal isomerization may have been overstated.

8. A unified view of structural changes in the bR photocycle

From the analysis presented in Section 5, in which we took a step
back and quantitatively analysed global conformational changes of Cα
atoms in all intermediate trapping and relevant mutation studies of
bR, a number of strong conclusions can be drawn: (I) Cα movements
associated with the low-temperature K-intermediate are small;
(II) Reproducible movements of Cα atoms (PCCij ≥ 0.597) are observed
in eleven deposited pairs of pdb entries recovered from studies of light
induced structural changes in bR, with the common motions being
movements of the extracellular portion of helix C towards helix G, and
a movement of the cytoplasmic portion of helix F away from helices A,
B and G (Fig. 4F); (III) The D96G/F171C/F219L bR triple mutant displays
a significant structural perturbation corresponding tomovements of the
cytoplasmic portion of helix F away from helices A, B, C, D, and G
(Fig. 4E). These mutation induced changes are significantly larger
than, yet correlate with, the reproducible structural changes induced
by light. Solution state time-resolved X-ray scattering [93], time-
resolved X-ray diffraction from 2D crystals [94], and X-ray [95,96],
neutron [97] and electron [98] diffraction from2D crystals with trapped
bR intermediates, all indicate that the larger amplitude of the helix F
movement observed in the triple mutant structure more accurately
represents this motion in vivo, suggesting that the smaller movements
seen in 3D crystals are constrained by the crystal lattice.

From these results we are led to a picture of global conformational
changes in the bR photocycle which is considerably simpler than what
it might first seem when entering the literature (Table 2). Instead of
multiple competing motions, there is basically one type of motion
primarily associated with helices C and F (Fig. 7, Supplementary
Movie 1), although the extent to which the full light induced motions
of helices E and F are best captured by intermediate trapping or
mutational studies can be debated. A striking aspect of this consensus
picture is that very similar conclusions were drawn from time resolved
wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) data recorded for a sequence of
time-delays from 360 ns to 100 ms following photo-activation of wild-
type bR in solution [93]. Time resolved WAXS is an emerging method
that is sensitive to global protein rearrangements [99–103]. In these
studies, time-dependent changes in WAXS data throughout the bR
photocycle were modeled by assuming an inwards motion of helix C,
an outwards motion of helices E and F, and a rearrangement of helix G
[93]. These movements grew with a half-rise of 22 μs, preceding the SB
deprotonation as measured using transient changes in absorption at
410 nm; these motions increased in amplitude by half again after SB
deprotonationwith a half-rise of 1.9ms; and this conformational change
relaxed back to the resting bR conformation with a half-life of 16 ms.
Thus experimental data using a completely different, time-dependent
X-ray structural probe are in keeping with the major structural conclu-
sions that emerged from our hierarchal sorting of the deposited pdb
structures.

Our analysis of difference Fourier electron density maps calculated
from the deposited crystallographic data also yield remarkably consis-
tent conclusions. Most strikingly, all deposited crystallographic data
show a strong negative difference density peak on Wat402, and this is
usually one of the strongest features of the difference Fourier electron
densitymap. Other reproducible features, butwhich vary in significance
from map to map due to experimental noise, include negative density
on Wat400 and Wat402 and a positive density feature interpreted as a
newly ordered water (Wat451); negative and positive density indicat-
ing a sideways movement of the Lys216 side chain; a movement to-
wards the cytoplasm of the side chain of Trp182; a negative density
feature on Oδ1 of Asp85 which suggests a loss of its H-bond interaction
with Thr89; paired negative and positive difference density suggesting a
reorientation of the side-chain of Arg82 towards the extracellular
medium; and paired difference density features that show amovement
of the extracellular portion of helix C towards helix G. These difference
density changes have been modeled by different groups as indicating
similar changes in protein structure. Most controversy has therefore
concerned the timing of specific structural changes, and in particular
whether or not specific motions of water molecules or other residues
should be assigned to the K, L, M1 or M2 intermediates, rather than
the nature of the structural changes that arise in the bR photocycle.

9. How does bR pump protons up-hill against a transmembrane
potential?

To a good approximation, proton pumping by bR can be thought
of as being governed by two major conformations: the relaxed bR
resting state with an all-trans retinal conformation and Wat402
forming H-bonds to the retinal-SB, Asp85 and Asp212 (Fig. 7); and
a second conformation with the retinal in a 13-cis geometry and
the SB-Wat402 H-bond broken (Supplementary Movie 1). In this
configuration the SB points approximately towards the cytoplasm,
Wat402 is displaced and the H-bond network maintaining the rigid
structure of the extracellular portion of the protein has collapsed
such that helix C moves closer to helix G and a physical force of the
retinal on Trp182 of helix F has driven an outwards tilt of the cytoplasmic
portion of this helix (Fig. 7).

In relating these structures to function it is critical to understand that
in the bR resting state the pKa of the SB is 13.5 [104] and that of Asp85 is
2.2 [105]. Thus, even though a pathway exists for rapid proton exchange
along a water mediated H-bond network connecting the SB and Asp85,
no net proton transfer occurs since natural selection long ago tuned
the resting-state bR structure to ensure that the proton affinity of the SB
is several orders of magnitude greater than that of Asp85. Photo-
isomerization of the all-trans retinal to its 13-cis conformation reorients
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the protonated SB into a hydrophobic pocket and breaks the H-bond
connection to Wat402, a critical H-bond that stabilizes the elevated SB
pKa [106]. Both structural perturbations therefore lower the SB pKa.
As Wat402 disorders, Asp85 loses H-bond interactions to this water
molecule and to Thr89 and its carboxylate group is forced closer to the
negative charge of Asp212 ashelix C bends towards helix G. These struc-
tural perturbations increase the pKa of Asp85 [18,62]. By lowering the SB
pKa and increasing that of Asp85, a point is eventually reached where the
proton affinities of these two key functional groups are similar and a proton
transfer becomes probable. The precise moment when a proton is
exchanged will not be governed by the average conformation caught
using X-ray crystallography, but instead will depend upon fluctuations
about the average structure that transiently connect the SB to Asp85
[62,107,108]. Because the mutual electrostatic attraction between the
positively charged SB and the negatively charged Asp85 is canceled
when both chemical groups are neutralized by proton transfer, the
driving force that draws these two groups together is lost and their
connectivity is thereby broken [18,62]. A complementary effect was
suggested by Subramaniam and Henderson who compared small mole-
cule crystal structures of retinal and observed that the degree of retinal
curvature is decreased in the deprotonated state [22]. Thus a putative
straightening could pull the SB up to 0.7 Å away from Asp85 and also
contribute to breaking the SB connectivity to the extracellular half-
channel.
We previously argued that helix C might straighten after proton
exchange and thereby pull Asp85 away from the SB so as to prevent
the futile exchange of a proton from Asp85 to the SB [18,23,62]. The
structural evidence presented here, however, requires that this idea be
abandoned since the later intermediate states also cluster within the
same branch of the hierarchal tree as our L-state structures, and there-
fore the observed movement of helix C cannot directly depend upon
the SB and Asp85 being charged. Rather, it appears that helix C moves
towards helix G in response to the disruption of water mediated
H-bonds on the extracellular side of the protein, a disordering initiated
by the photo-isomerization of the retinal that first disorders Wat402,
and then other waters in a manner analogous to how dominos are
knocked over in turn. Alternatively, one can appreciate that when the
retinal has an all-trans configuration, the position of Wat402 defines
an extended network of H-bonds that rigidly holds helix C and G apart
[26]; whereas when light photo-isomerizes the retinal this keystone
water molecule is kicked out and this rigid structure collapses towards
a more relaxed protein configuration.

Lanyi has proposed a very different model for how bR functions as a
proton pump, arguing that the H-bonds connecting Wat402 to the SB,
Asp85 and Asp212 are not broken prior to proton transfer, but instead
these interactions are maintained in the L-state [66,69]. In this picture
a sequence of subtle bends and twists of the retinal, first one way and
then another [66], are needed to understand the mechanism of light
driven proton pumping. A key question that this mechanism raises is
why a water mediated H-bond network in L [69] that is identical to
that of the resting bR state, facilitates proton transfer from the SB to
Asp85 in the L-to-M transition but prevents this in the resting state?
Lanyi's mechanism is founded upon a sequence of nine structures of
trapped intermediate states, of which three cluster within the main
branch of light driven conformational changes (Fig. 3). Crystallographic
datawere deposited for two of these nine structures and both difference
Fourier electron density maps calculated from these data show strong
negative peaks on Wat402 (Fig. 5C, G): this negative peak has a signifi-
cance of 7.4σ in theM-state (2I20–2I1X) and a significance of 19.0 σ for
the L-state (2NTW–2NTU). To comply with the above proton-pumping
mechanism, Lanyi interprets these data to show that the SB-Wat402 H-
bond ismaintained in L but broken inM. In our view, the only consistent
interpretation of these data is that Wat402 is disordered and the SB-
Wat402 H-bond is broken in both.

10. Conclusion

There exists a considerable body of structural data concerning light
and mutation induced structural changes in bR (Table 2) that is struc-
turally rich and functionally relevant. In this review we have sought to
take a step back and to viewall the deposited crystallographic structures
and crystallographic observations as a single set. Independent studies
from independent groups have reproducibly observed similar confor-
mational changes, both within the experimental difference electron
density calculated fromdeposited data (Fig. 5) andwithin the deposited
pdb files (Fig. 3). Our take-home message is that the structural mecha-
nism of proton pumping by bR can be understood from these data and
the key ingredients are not that complex: light driven retinal isomeriza-
tion disrupts the keystone water molecule which connects the SB,
Asp85 and Asp212 in the bR resting state; this disruption triggers a
sequence of conformational changes (Supplementary Movie 1) that
lower the pKa of the SB, increase the pKa of Asp85, and ultimately
facilitates unidirectional proton transfer from the SB to Asp85. The con-
nectivity between the SB and Asp85 is broken after proton transfer due
to the neutralization of the attractive electrostatic force that draws these
oppositely charged groups together [18] and a possible straightening of
the retinal in its deprotonated state [22].

The primary proton transfer event and consequent breakage of the
SB-Asp85 connectivity are the critical steps in achieving proton
pumping uphill against a concentration gradient. Once achieved, the
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remainder follows. This picture oversimplifies themechanism of proton
pumping so as to highlight its essence and therefore does not pay full
credit to all chemically relevant conformational changes that have
been observed by many authors. These include an outward movement
of helix F, which allows water molecules to transiently order in the
cytoplasmic half of the channel and thereby influence SB reprotonation
fromAsp96, and other structural factors that help control proton release
to the extracellularmedium. Despite this simplification it's important to
appreciate that only the removal of the retinal chromophore or the
mutation of Asp85 completely stops proton pumping by bR [109].
Even the D96G/F171C/F219L triple mutant, which is constitutively open,
can pump protons with a high degree of efficiency without any large-
scale conformational change [110].

Crystal structures of other light driven proton pumps such as
xanthorhodopsin (XR) [111] and an unusual proteorhodopsin (ESR)
[112] contain different extracellular proton release groups, have a histi-
dine residue associatedwith their active sites, and ESR has a basic rather
than acidic residue that serves as a cytoplasmic donor to the SB [112].
Despite these differences, XR, ESR, archaerhodopsin (AR) [113] and
sensory rhodopsin II [114] (which pumps protons when not bound to
its transducer [115]) all have a water molecule that accepts a H-bond
from the SB and donates H-bonds to the carboxylate residues corre-
sponding to Asp85 and Asp212. These observations strongly support
the role of Wat402 as a functional keystone that is conserved in the
mechanism of bacterial rhodopsin mediated phototrophy throughout
the worlds' oceans.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.bbagen.2014.05.021.
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